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A 360° view into your entire environment at all times1
Automatically cover all regulations and storages in one easy-to-use package

5 reasons to 
start using PII 
Tools
What makes PII Tools the best 
software solution for the 
discovery and remediation of 
personal and sensitive data?

Fewer mistakes and less work for infosec, legal, and DPOs
2 Rely on the most accurate AI detections on the market

AI that covers all data at once, doing the work for you
3 Search through structured & unstructured, local, cloud, database & email, 400+ file 

formats, images, and archives

Quick response times preempt regulatory penalties4
Confidently handle data subject access requests and audits

Affordable, upfront B2B pricing with zero surprises5
Pay only for what you actually need
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The Data Discovery Solution You Need
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Scan, assess risk, and remediate any sensitive data type (including 
PII, PCI, and PHI) across the entire digital inventory.

Audits & Compliance
CIO CISO CPO DPO Infosec Legal Teams

Breach Incident Management
Certified Auditors Breach Response Teams

Cloud Data Migration
CTO CISO IT Consultants

Client Assessments
MSPs Auditors Consultants

Identify affected people, emails, and files in minutes, using a secure, 
air-gapped installation of PII Tools.

Increase safety and reduce storage costs dramatically with a proper 
cleanup of your legacy inventory before migration.

Win more business during prospecting & consulting with modern AI 
software that uncovers your clients’ high-risk data.
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Harness the power of PII Tools
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Discover
Scan your storages and 
reveal any personal or 

sensitive data.

Assess risk
Analyze discovered data 

based on its severity, content, 
and context.

Remediate
Report, delete, or quarantine 

suspicious personal 
information.

Comply
Keep up with regulations 

thanks to accurate scheduled 
scans.

“It only took 30 minutes to have PII Tools set up and running 
on Linux.”

Sean Pouler – DBA specialist at Woolworths
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Precise Reporting
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Use PII Tools’ interactive analytics to slice & dice your 
inventory, find high-risk records, or answer subject access 
requests.

PII analytics

Simplified compliance

Risk classification

Exact locations

Audit reports & Remediation actions help teams understand 
and mitigate the risk profile of your digital inventory, and 
make the right decisions quickly.

PII Tools performs an automatic risk classification (low, high, 
critical) for each scanned document.

Understand the exact location of every piece of PII in your 
inventory for surgically precise remediation, down to the very 
character and pixel level.
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Deploy PII Tools on your own server or private cloud

PII Tools makes no external calls: 100% air-gapped 
and secure

Turn-key virtual image for easy deployment

Premium support
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Choose The Right License For You
End-Business

Self-Hosted
End-Business

SaaS
Plug & Scan – just log in and start scanning

PII Tools runs securely on our cloud server, in a 
zone of your choice – AWS or Azure

Month-to-month payments

Zero set-up and maintenance

Check the exact price in our

Free License Cost Calculator
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Trust the companies that trust us
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“A manual data review would take us years and years, which 
was not an option. PII Tools provides us with a full report 
wherever there is any PII on our Sharepoint, GSuite, Microsoft 
Exchange, Salesforce, and physical devices.”

Raul Diaz – Senior Director, IT
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Email:
info@pii-tools.com

Website:
pii-tools.com

Address:
Svetova 5, Prague, 180 00, Czech Republic

Do the right 
thing. It’s easy 
with PII Tools.

Schedule your free PII Tools demo Radim Řehůřek, PhD

“Our mission is to protect your reputation.”

CTO & Founder
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